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Suchas formed in 1992 in the wake of the harsh NY-Hardcore of the second generation. In 

addition, the band also displays an affinity for punk, new wave and heavy metal. Their debut 

Recycling (1994) clearly suggests that Suchas can not only operate with rage in their belly but that 

they can also defy common Hardcore stereotypes. 

 

After the release of their second longplayer Low Level Therapy (1995) Suchas toured half of Europe 

and released their third album A Reasonable Last Lie in 1996. The trio played with seasoned 

performers such as Integrity, Pennywise, Biohazard, Die Krupps and Body Count in clubs at home 

and abroad. Suchas never lost sight of the DIY scene, playing gigs in squats and were enthusiastic 

about playing charity concerts. At the end of 1996, Suchas amazed everyone by suddenly splitting 

up. 

 

Drummer Dominik played freely with bands like Meyer and Ricardo & Hösli and soon opened an 

alternative restaurant business. Guitarist Kilian took to DJ-ing under the name KKAbsent and 

started a new band called Never Say Die (2004-2011). Singer and bassist Guido turned to 

photography, became an active concert organiser and ended up founding a music label in 2009. 

 

Eighteen years after the band’s split Suchas have got back together again in 2014 to release a 

fourth album. Fortunately, Invisible is not some pale imitation of their earlier work, but a dense, 

urgent snapshot that is required listening. 

 

 

Invisible is released on November 14, 2014 on LP, CD and digital download. 
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